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T he literati was the leading social class during the ChosOn ~. dynasty
(1392-1910). Many renowned literati were also officials who played
important political and social roles. Moreover, as the only intellectual class,
the literati developed the culture and arts of the ChosOn period. At that
time, they had great influence on calligraphy, drawing, and music as well as
on philosophy and literature of the ChosOn period. In this paper I will
examine the literati's influence on music caused by their philosophy.
The philosophy of the literati is encapsulated by the term sonbi chOngshinl
Aj 1:11 ;ft!jffi$ which literally means the spirit of the literati learned by studying
various classics of the Orient. The spirit of the literati is defined as selfcultivation during usual times and the righteousness to save his country
during crisis. In other words, the spirit of the literati is viewed from two
aspects: In person, self-discipline; and publicly, the idea of governing the
country with virtue. The literati's ideas on music must be understood in
light of this spirit.
Discussions on music were abundant in a number of Confucian Classics.
The crux among them, however, was that music is the representation of
virtue. Therefore, since one of the literati's main interests was to accumulate
virtue,2 music was regarded to be important, and it had to be proper.3 To the
literati, music was an essential tool for self-cultivation as well as a must to
study. Many of the literati, thus, studied the k6mun'go 7~TjI(~~), a six-
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IFirst cultivate yourself; then arrange your own household; then rule the state; and finally
itJ~ . Zf-::Rr].
.
pacify the whole Earth [~.rr .
2Music is to represent virtue [~~. )iJfkJ,~ttittl,] (Li ji "He, On Music ~He).
3Enjoyrnent without being licentious, and grief without being heartfully excessive [~ffill'
~. :Rffill'1Jj] (Confucian Analects, Book 3).
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stringed zither, to practice music. Such is stated in many old music
literatures including Hyon'gum tongmun yugi 1:~*X~~c.. Tongmun yugi, a
manuscript edited by Lee Tuk-yun in 1610, contains notations of diverse
kOmun'go music which were popular in his time, and also a variety of
writings by famous literati that shows their affections for the instrument.
Moreover, the existing multitude of kOmun'go manuscripts prove to the
literati's enthusiasm for its music and their belief that playing it assists selfdiscipline. 4
As to the kJmun'go pieces, Yomillak ~N:~, Yongsanhoesang Itwit;ffi, PolVja
~1$:-T, Pukchon ~t»W: and kagok :m:k!tB (including Mandaeyop ·tt*~,
Chungdaeyop ~*~, and Saktaeyop f)(*~) repertories were popular and
commonly performed by the literati. Among the musical pieces,
Yongsanhoesang and half of the kagok repertory were in kyemyonjo jit ITfi~
mode. The term kyemyonjo mode first appeared in a fifteenth-century
document, and it is reported to have created a sorrowful mood. s The
recognition that the kyemyonjo mode generates a sorrowful mood is also
found in several of the seventeenth and eighteenth century kOmun'go
manuscripts, such as Tongmun yugi, Paegunam kUmbo B ~Jt~~, Han'gUm
shinbo _~~~, and Ounbo i«\~i~. These manuscripts explain that the
kyemyYnjo mode expresses grief, resentment, the feeling of longing and
sorrow. 6 However, it is questionable whether the literati actually favored
sad musical pieces rather than avoided performing them, for they
considered music as a tool for cultivating oneself. Was there, in reality, a
discrepancy between their ideas and practice of music?
Restored musical pieces in kyemyonjo mode of the eighteenth century
affirm that the kyemyonjo mode actually created a sorrowful mood. Figure 1
is a restored p'iri ~~ [double-reed pipe] notation based on the kJmun'go
notation of Yongsanhoesang from Ounbo, a late eighteenth century
manuscript. The melodic line of the p'iri creates a sorrowful mood because
of the frequent appearances of the minor third interval between the kung §
[principal tone] and sangil J:- [upper first]. Another restored piece in
kyemyanjo mode is shown in Figure 2. It is a restored vocal melody based on
the kJmun'go melodic line of Ch'osudaey6p 1JJf)(*~ from kagok repertory in
an eighteenth-century manuscript. This vocal melody, which is presumed to
4"atm/qin ~ [komun'go] means ~m/jin ~ [to prevent]: to prevent one's mind from going
wrong [~:1'. ~-tQ: ~.g.,~,1J1]."
S"King Sejo [when he was still the Prince of Suyang] ordered musician Hb 0 to play
kyemycmjo on flute. [... ] All the people present could not help grieving" (Sejo shillok, l.lb8-9,
September 1429).
6"w.ITfiJifi!J~. ?!.~r.&l:&

. :j{~~$:Zm."
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Figure 1. Excerpts from the restored Yilngsanhoesang

be the prototype that existed since centuries before, also creates a sorrowful
mood. Furthermore, its descending melodic passage ("Ch'ongs6k ryJng ... ")
from the note sangi 1:.'=:' [upper second] through sangil to kung resembles
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Figure 2. Excerpts from Kyemyrm ch'osudaeyllp

that of the melancholic folksong Menari nJ] tfi!.]. Thus, until the late
eighteenth century, a conflict seems to have existed between the literati's
ideas and practice of music.
However, the komun'go manuscripts from the nineteenth century, such as
Yuyeji im~;t;, Samjuk 1i1mbo = 1t~~, KUmhak c1i1ryo ~~~ and &1mga ~
no longer offer an explanation of the characteristics of the kyemyonjo
mode. Also, a major change in kyemyonjo mode pieces began to emerge.
During the transitional period from the late eighteenth to the early
nineteenth century, a change occurred in the performance practice of the
k15mun'go in kyemyanjo pieces such as yongsanhoesang. The fingering for the
note sangil began to be deeper, making the note produced higher.
Consequently, the notes a minor third higher than kung disappeared.
Because the creation of a sorrowful mood was mainly due to the minor
third, the change in the performance practice deprived kyemyonjo pieces of
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their characteristic sorrowful mood. Instead, musical pieces without sangil
renders a peaceful mood. For instance, both the current Ch'osudaey.'fp in
kyemyJnjo and the same piece appearing in the nineteenth century's Yuyeji
and Samjuk ki1mbo have peaceful melodies. This difference of moods in
kyemyrmjo pieces can be clearly recognized by comparing those from the
eighteenth century'sOJ:lnbo and the current one.
As discussed above, the literati viewed music as the representation of
virtue and endeavored to perform proper music. Nevertheless, there was a
conflict between the literati's ideas and practice on music during the
fifteenth century through the eighteenth century. However, beginning from
Yuyeji from early nineteenth century, no explanation was given as to the
mood of the kyemyiJnjo mode as mentioned above. As the mood was no
longer sorrowful, the authors/ compilers of the nineteenth century
manuscripts did not duplicate the explanation of the mood of the kyemyrnjo
mode as they would before nineteenth century. The musical practice of the
literati started to conform to their ideas, as the kyemy.'fnjo pieces such as
Yongsanhoesang and kagok were modified during the late eighteenth century.
Thus, by the structural change in kyemyonjo mode, the music of the literati
showed concordance between their ideas and actual practice of music.
So far, I have been discussing the music of the literati that was not
properly studied in the research of Korean music history. In Korean
traditional music, there were originally two basic modes, p'y.'fngjo zp:~ and
kyemyJnjo, and each had a distinguished mood from each other. The p'yi5ngjo
mode created a bright and peaceful mood, and the kyemyiJnjo a sorrowful
one. This contrast of mood is retained in today's Korean folk music,
minsogak ~ffr~. However, the structure of the kyemyiJnjo mode was
modified in the late ChosOn period to create a peaceful mood. This change
was revealed in musical pieces such as Yongsanhoesang and the kagok pieces
in kyemyi5njo mode, both of which had been favored among the literati since
the early ChosOn period. Thus, currently, two different kinds of kyemy.'fnjo
co-exist in Korean traditional music: one is a sorrowful kyemyonjo mode
used in minsogak; the other a peaceful one used in clifngak lE~ [the literati's
and court music). This distinction is fundamental in characterizing the
minsogak and chiJngak of Korea.
To conclude, music reflects the spirit and mind of the human being, and
this phenomenon is more evident in traditional music of a long history. In
the same vein, the music of the literati of the ChosOn period has changed to
reflect their ideas and philosophy of music. Their ideas on music influenced
the structure of the kyemyiJnjo mode to generate a peaceful mood. This
change caused the appearance of an ideal music to conform to the musical
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thoughts of the literati. Thus, along with other cultural activities and Korean
Confucian studies, cMngak, the "right music," can be said to reveal most
clearly the spirit and tradition of the literati of the ChosOn period.
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